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To: Members, Washington State Public Disclosure Commission 
From: Lori Anderson, Communications & Training Officer 
Date: February 19, 2015 
Re: Request for Rule Making Regarding Disclosing Transfers of Contributions Received for 

One Office to a Campaign for a Different Office 
 
AGENDA ITEM 
 
Senator Pam Roach requests that the Commission take action to increase transparency of a 
candidate’s transfer of contributions received for one office to the candidate’s campaign for a 
different office. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
A candidate is allowed to transfer money raised for one campaign to a campaign for a different 
office, provided the contributor first gives written approval for the transfer.  RCW 
42.17A.490(2).  The Commission instructs candidates to use the “last in, last out” accounting 
principle to determine the source of each contribution that they seek to transfer.  Written 
authorizations are kept with the campaign books of account and only submitted to the 
Commission upon its request. 
 
Candidates are allowed to transfer surplus funds or active campaign funds (unspent money raised 
for a campaign that the candidate ends before the election).  Staff believes that surplus transfers 
are the more common of the two.  Each has different disclosure requirements that are dictated by 
contribution limits. 
 
Transferring Surplus Contributions: 

Surplus contributions are those that remain on hand after the election for which they were 
received and are not needed to satisfy debt/obligations.  A candidate may use surplus 
contributions in a later campaign for an office different from the one for which the money was 
raised, as authorized by RCW 42.17A.490(2). 

A “per election” limit is applied to the contributor when the contribution is originally given.  
Once the election is held and any remaining contributions become surplus, those funds may be 
transferred to a new campaign without affecting the original contributor’s limit for contributions 
to the new campaign. 
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Transferred surplus is disclosed as a lump sum 
without individual contributor attribution.  As 
shown in the illustration here, the new 
committee discloses the lump sum amount on 
line 1 of its C-4 report.  WAC 390-16-230. 
 
A candidate who registers a campaign, accepts 
and deposits primary election campaign 
contributions, and then decides to discontinue 
the campaign before the primary may keep any 
unspent contributions until after the election, at 
which time the funds become surplus.  
However, when a candidate discontinues a 
campaign, the candidate is required to refund 
general election contributions.  WAC 390-17-
300. 

 
 
Transferring Contributions from a Discontinued Campaign: 
 
A candidate who registers a campaign for one office and ultimately decides to declare and run 
for a different office is allowed to move the unspent money from the discontinued campaign to a 
new campaign, as authorized by RCW 42.17A.490(2), before it becomes surplus.  In this 
scenario, the contributor’s limit for the new campaign is applied to the transferred amount 
because the candidate is simply moving the contribution from one active campaign to another. 
 
The candidate has two disclosure requirements in this scenario: 

• The discontinued campaign reports expenditures – typically a lump sum – that reflect 
the amount(s) moved from the discontinued campaign to the new race.  These 
expenditures reduce the discontinued campaign’s cash on hand balance; and 

• The new campaign reports each contribution, for which permission has been received to 
transfer, as a separate line item on a C-3 report.  The received date is the date that the 
money was transferred. 

 
These reports would be due at the same time, if the transfers were made prior to June of the 
election year.  For transfers occurring in June or later, the C-3 would be due the Monday 
following the deposit and the C-4 would be due on the 10th of the month following the month in 
which each transfer occurred.   The illustration on the next page are examples of the expenditure 
and contribution reports that the two committees would file. 
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COMMISSION ACTION 
 
Senator Roach requests that the Commission require additional disclosure for these transferred 
contributions so that the public is able to discern whether contributions disclosed by the new 
committee are transfers from a previous campaign for a different office or new contributions 
direct from the contributor for the current office sought.  She has previously noted that including 
some form of a check box or code on the reporting forms would achieve the additional 
transparency she believes is appropriate for these types of fund transfers. 
 
Staff has interpreted the request as one for rule making, since the disclosure forms are rules.  
Any rules the Commission adopts related to campaign finance disclosure must take effect on or 
before June 30 or wait until after the general election.  Taking into account the Commission’s 
regular meeting schedule and the State Register closing and distribution dates, permanent rules 
could be adopted and be in effect by the deadline, barring unexpected hurdles.  Any form 
changes translate to ORCA filing software program updates, which may take beyond June to 
complete. 
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